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PLANS AIM TO PROTECT PUBLIC
Extra stations but fewer staff
as Service looks to save cash

VIP gets fresh view of Service

F

ar-reaching proposals have been developed by fire chiefs to
ensure the Service can continue to protect local communities in
the future while facing major cuts in its budget.

The organisation is expecting to lose up to £5 million over the next four years as
cuts in Government funding bite.
In response, a comprehensive package of options
has been developed which could see more fire stations
in Cheshire in the future, with virtually the same
number of fire engines but staffed differently than
now.
The average time it takes to get to life-threatening
fires and other emergencies would improve and the
Service would also be able to hit its savings targets.
Chief Fire Officer Paul Hancock said: “I am
immensely proud of the work we have done in recent
years to reduce fires and injuries. However, to continue these improvements as we
face up to major funding cuts means some radical changes in how we operate.

}

The proposals we have developed are wide-ranging and mean changes for both our
staff and local communities. I am convinced, however, that they will ensure we can continue
to improve the safety of our communities in the future.

~

Mr. Hancock added that as well as the new emergency response proposals, all
other parts of the Service were going through value for money reviews which had led
to job cuts and savings of nearly £500,000 in the last 12 months.
Fire Authority Chair Cllr. John Joyce said: “While we are facing the biggest
challenge in the Service’s history, we do not intend closing any stations, nor do we
expect to make any firefighters redundant.

}

There will be changes in how we respond to emergencies in some areas but overall
these will improve response standards and provide a more flexible and effective service. I
would urge people to look at the proposals in detail and make sure they give their views.

~

Full details of the proposals are set out on pages 4 and 5 - a comprehensive
consultation programme is underway and continues until December 17th.

Cheshire’s Lord Lieutenant David Briggs got a personal insight into the work of the Service
during a visit to Chester Community Fire Station - see page 8.

Investing in emergency response

INSIDE

Nearly £1 million has been spent
by Cheshire Fire Authority over
the last 12 months to ensure fire
crews have the latest vehicles and
equipment to protect local
communities.

EXCELL ENT

Three new standard fire engines and a
four-wheel drive midi engine have been
bought at a total cost of £960,000 as part
of a programme to keep the fleet of frontline vehicles up to date.
The standard fire engines have been
sent to Crewe, Northwich and Chester,
while the midi vehicle is being stationed at
Runcorn.
The new engines have more carbon
efficient engines giving off lower
emissions, lighter and recyclable
bodywork, rescue ladders and equipment
lockers which are easier to access and can
carry more water.
FIRE &
RESCUE
SERVICE
EQUALITY
FRAMEWORK

Fire Service
of the

Year 2011
Emergency
Service Awards

Dramatic
demonstration - p3
As well as new fire engines, the Service
now has three water rescue boats after
successfully bidding for Government
funding of £70,000. The money was used
to buy a specially-designed inflatable
rescue boat together with full
accompanying kit and a 4x4 towing
vehicle and trailer. The Service now has
rescue boats based at Chester, Warrington
and at Service Headquarters in Winsford.

Service gets Royal
recognition - p6
Seasonal safety - p7
PLUS... focus on
performance - p7

For the latest news visit: www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
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EXCELLENT

Top award for
equality
FIRE &
RESCUE
SERVICE
EQUALITY
FRAMEWORK

C

heshire is one of the first fire and rescue services in the country to
achieve the highest possible award for its commitment to equality
and diversity.

The Service had to undergo a rigorous assessment by an external team before being
accredited with the prestigious ‘Excellence’ in the national fire and rescue equality
framework. The assessors report said that:
• The Service has a detailed and sophisticated understanding of Cheshire’s communities
which it uses to carry out activities to improve outcomes for specific vulnerable groups
• It encourages innovation and is open minded to exploring new activities, with the use
of advocates and volunteers worthy of note
• Leaders demonstrate commitment to equalities and diversity and the Service has a
positive reputation with other organisations.
Cllr. Stef Nelson, Deputy Chair of the Fire Authority, and Member champion for equalities
said: Our commitment to equality and diversity ensures we are actively involved with all
sections of our communities and know the different risks and issues they face.

}

}

I am especially pleased that the assessors highlighted the positive attitude
and commitment shown by all the staff they met and spoke to during their
three-day visit.
The four-strong assessment team included representatives from the Local
Government Improvement and Development group, other fire and rescue
services and councils.

~

M6 event boosts safety message
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service recently spearheaded one of the
country’s biggest ever road safety awareness days with firefighters
and safety advocates from a range of partners in position on
motorways and major routes from Land’s End to John O’Groats.
Armed with the latest intelligence on road deaths and injuries, their message to
motorists was clear and uncompromising: keep your distance and reduce your
speed.
According to the Department of Transport there were more than 222,000
reported casualties on the roads in 2009, including 2,222 deaths. Speed was a
factor in more than a quarter of those fatalities and four out of five accidents
involved driver or rider error or delayed
reaction.
“Locally we had 42 deaths on our
roads and more than 4,700 injuries that
year,” explained Martin Dowle, Road
Safety Manager for Cheshire Fire and
Rescue Service.
“Compare that to the one fire death
and 37 fire-related injuries in the same

period and it’s plain to see
why road safety is now as
high on our agenda as fire
prevention in the home.
“Fatalities have fallen in
recent years as a result of
extensive work with partners,
but still too many people are
dying on our roads. As
professionals committed to
saving life – not merely
extracting its remains from
smashed up vehicles – that’s a
situation we cannot accept.”
During the event many operational crews and safety advocates set up stall at
major motorway service areas, retail parks and city centres and out of town
shopping areas.
Across the country nearly 3,000 people were questioned about their driving
habits with nearly 50% saying they were likely to change the way they drive as a
result of the information and advice they had received.

Bright future at Service headquarters
The future looks bright at the Service’s
headquarters after the installation of solar
panels which are providing clean, carbonfree energy and saving the organisation
money.
Over 190 photovoltaic panels have been installed to
flat roof areas of the premises in Winsford to generate
energy over the next 25 years and save the Service a
staggering £655,000.
The system works by converting energy from the sun
into electricity to be used in the building and is
predicted to produce 41,400 KWh a year – equivalent
to being able to power around 10 average homes.

Assistant Chief Fire Officer Richard Ost said: “This
installation demonstrates the strength of our
commitment to reducing our
impact on the
environment.
“So far this year the Service has already cut the
carbon emissions from its buildings by 23% through
various energy-saving measures, so
producing our own energy is the next step
in the process.”
As a result of the panels the Service saves
around £3,500 per year on the electricity it
does not have to buy, as well as receiving
around £14,000 per year from the
Government’s Feed-in Tariff Scheme.
Cheshire Fire Authority member, Cllr.
Tony Sherlock said: “Work is also underway
to install further panels at two of our fire

stations – Winsford and Runcorn. Together these are
expected to generate a further £235,000 in savings
over the next 25 years.
Further information and details about the
Service’s energy savings are on the website
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk.
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Dedicated volunteers win top award
A
new service aimed at helping
families recover from fires or
other emergencies in their
homes has won a prestigious national
award.

volunteers across Cheshire, Halton and
Warrington. The idea came from firefighters,
concerned that they did not have the time to
adequately support distressed residents
following minor domestic incidents such as
kitchen fires.

Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service’s Post-Fire
Support Team was triumphant at the Guardian
Public Services Awards in the Citizenship and
Volunteering category.

The team operates on a 24-hour rota and
they are contacted via pagers at the
request of the fire officer in charge.

Pete Chadwick, who is the co-ordinator
for the eight-strong team of volunteers, said:
“We all personally gain such a lot from
volunteering with the Service so to be
recognised for the work we do is icing on the
cake.”
The Team is a round-the-clock after-fire
clean-up service organised and run entirely by

Work has included cleaning waterlogged
areas, clearing fire soot and dismantling and
bagging up damaged furniture for disposal.
Being a member of the Team is just
one of a number of volunteering
opportunities with the Service – visit
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk/publicsafety
for
more or call Claire Bennett on 01606 868654,
email claire.bennett@cheshirefire.gov.uk

Dramatic demonstration
shows benefits
of sprinklers
A dramatic demonstration in Cheshire has highlighted the major impact
fitting sprinkler systems can have on saving lives and protecting property.
Two identical bedrooms in the vacant Underwood Court premises in Crewe were set on fire, one
fitted with a sprinkler system and one without.
An invited audience of MPs, building control officers, architects, planning officers and Fire
Authority members were able to watch at close quarters as flames engulfed the unprotected room.

Hazardous training
Fire crews from across Cheshire, Halton and Warrington made the most
of an overnight closure of the M56 to carry out a major training exercise
which saw a multi-vehicle collision involving chemicals.
The scenario involved a tanker carrying a potentially hazardous chemical that had
crashed into the central reservation and a number of other vehicles and was staged late one
evening. Once the scene was set, five fire crews, who knew nothing about what they would
be facing, were called in to deal with the incident and rescue the actors and Service
volunteers who played the part of casualties.
Deputy Chief Fire Officer Mark Cashin said: “This was a fantastic opportunity to provide
our firefighters with a realistic training scenario that would help prepare them should
something like this happen for real.
“Our aim is to ensure crews are trained to the highest possible standards so they can deal
safely and effectively with a whole range of emergency incidents. This sort of mock exercise
really helps us prepare for major incidents, which thankfully are a rare occurrence.”
Fire crews were joined on the night by North West Ambulance Service’s Hazardous Area
Response Teams (HART) so they could work alongside one another as they would in a real
chemical emergency.
Mr. Cashin added: “I would like to thank everyone who helped make the exercise such a
success including the Highways Agency who gave us access to the section of the motorway,
Norbert Dentressangle the company which provided the tanker and those volunteers who
gave up their time to play the role of casualties.”

Within a minute toxic smoke was filling the room, two minutes later and
windows were being blown out as temperatures inside hit nearly 1,000
degrees C, destroying the contents completely and ensuring anyone inside
would have been killed.
In stark contrast, when a fire was started in the adjacent room fitted with
sprinklers, they automatically started working after less than 30 seconds,
putting out the flames straightaway and minimising any smoke and fire
damage.
Deputy Chief Fire Officer Mark Cashin said: “We are grateful to Wulvern
for allowing us to use their premises prior to renovation as dramatic
demonstrations like this are key to driving home the message about fitting
sprinklers.
“The new systems are relatively inexpensive but highly effective at
protecting lives and property. We are fully supporting a national campaign
to promote the installation of sprinkler systems and are urging key local
partners to back the move which can make such a major difference to
people’s safety.”
Pictured top left is the devasting outcome of the fire in the room which
did not have any sprinklers fitted. Below, however, is a picture showing the
relatively minor smoke damage in the adjacent room where the sprinklers
quickly extinguished the fire.
Vivid video footage of the demonstration can be seen on the Service’s
YouTube channel via its website - www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
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Planning
K

ey projects to improve the safety of communities across Cheshire
have helped ensure major reductions in the number of emergencies
which firefighters are called out to.

Over the past seven years the number of incidents attended by the Service
has dropped by over 40%, with significant reductions in house, business and
rubbish fires.

At the same time, the Service has kept the same number of firefighters,
brought in new specialist equipment such as rescue boats and midi fire
engines and kept its 24 fire stations.
With major budget cuts looming, a comprehensive review of risk levels,
emergency response standards and incident trends has resulted in a package
of proposals to provide a more efficient and effective service in the future.
The key principles include:
l

Replacing the current sophisticated but complex emergency response
standards with a blanket 10 minute response standard for life risks – fires
and road traffic collisions

l

Building up to five new stations to improve response times in key areas,
with two of them acting as operational hubs near key motorway
junctions

l

Urging partners to share facilities where practical, such as a joint project
with the police at Poynton Community Fire Station

l

Reducing the number of wholetime firefighter posts on stations which
have two fire engines

l

Bringing in 12-hour day shifts on some stations and increasing the
number of part-time or ‘on-call’ firefighter posts

While the Service doesn’t
operate according to local
council boundaries, the
proposals on these pages have
been put into unitary areas for
easy reference.

Warrington
The Warrington area currently has three fire stations:
l

Warrington which has two standard fire engines staffed 24/7 as well as other sp
appliances

l

Stockton Heath has two fire engines and an aerial platform with staff on the da
system. The second engine is crewed by “on-call” staff

l

Birchwood – has one fire engine operated by a nucleus
crewing arrangement.

Proposals:
1. Penketh – build a new wholetime community fire
station with two fire engines, one operated by on-call
staff
2. Warrington – move the second fire engine
to Penketh
3. Lymm - build a new wholetime
station near the M6/M56
motorway interchange and use it
as a base for other specialist
vehicles
4. Stockton Heath - change from day
crewing to on-call and move the aerial
appliance to Warrington
5. Birchwood – no change.

A ‘midi’ fire
engine

Current Position
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service currently has 24 community fire stations
which are staffed according to local risk and activity levels. There are:
l

l

l

l

Seven wholetime stations in the main urban areas with crews working
nine hour day and 15 hour night shifts to provide 24/7 cover.
Macclesfield has one fire engine, the others have two.
Five day crewing stations in smaller urban areas with firefighters living
in Authority-owned houses alongside the stations. They are on duty in
the day but respond from home through a pager at night.
Two ‘nucleus crewed’ stations - here firefighters work 12 hour shifts
covering the period of peak activity, with “on-call” staff who live within
five minutes of the station covering the rest.
Ten “on-call” stations – these are in mainly rural areas and staff –
formerly known as retained firefighters - who live or work within five
minutes of the station are alerted via a pager day or night.

It currently costs between £1.6 and £2 million a year to run each of the six
wholetime stations with two fire engines and £1 million a year for
Macclesfield which has one engine.
Day crewing stations cost around £700,000 a year, nucleus crewing
£740,000 and on-call approximately £150,000. To make it easier to recruit
and retain on-call firefighters, options to improve pay and conditions are
being reviewed, as well as the impact of allowing people to live or work more
than five minutes from the station.

Cheshire West
and Chester
The area has seven fire stations as follows:
l

Chester – staffed 24/7 with two fire engines, an aerial appliance and other
specialist vehicles

l

Ellesmere Port – staffed 24/7 with two fire engines and other specialist
vehicles

l

Northwich and Winsford – both have two fire engines, one operated by day cr
second by “on-call” staff as well as other specialist vehicles

l

Frodsham, Malpas and Tarporley - on-call.

Proposals:

1. M56/M53 motorway interchange – build a new wholetime station near the M
interchange and use it as a base for other specialist vehicles
2. Chester – move the second fire engine to the new motorway base

3. Neston – create a new on-call station with one fire engine transfered from Elle

4. Ellesmere Port – stop crewing the second fire engine completely, have it avail
periods, crew it either by staff who are on-call or on a day shift, or transfer it to
5. Winsford and Northwich – change from day crewing to on-call or to nucleus
6. Frodsham, Malpas and Tarporley – no change.

Have your say

Residents are urged to give their views on the proposals – visit the Service’s website –
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk – where there is an online survey and details of community roa
events being held across Cheshire. Alternatively, email consultation@cheshirefire.gov.uk
‘phone 01606 868408. The formal consultation runs until December 17.
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for a safer Cheshire
Halton
The area currently has stations at Runcorn and Widnes – both have
two fire engines crewed wholetime.

pecialist

Proposals:

ay crewing

1. Runcorn – stop crewing the second fire engine completely,
have it available just during busy periods or crew it either by
staff who are on-call or by nucleus crewing
2. Widnes – stop crewing the second fire engine with support
provided by the new station at Penketh.

Key
Wholetime
Day crewed
On-call
Nucleus
Proposed stations

Cheshire East
The area has a total of 12 fire stations, the majority of which are on-call. In
addition it has:

rewing staff the

M56/M53 motorway

l

Crewe – staffed 24/7 with two fire engines and other specialist vehicles.

l

Macclesfield – one fire engine crewed wholetime, one on-call and an
aerial appliance

l

Knutsford – one fire engine and other specialist vehicles, staff on day
crewing

l

Congleton - has two fire engines, one operated by day crewing staff,
the second by “on-call” staff

l

Wilmslow – has one fire engine operated by a nucleus crewing
arrangement.

Proposals:
1. Macclesfield – change the wholetime engine to nucleus crewing and
consider having just one engine available at night. Crew the aerial
appliance with on-call staff

esmere Port

lable just during busy
o a new station at Neston

2. Knutsford – change to on-call

crewing

adshow
k or

3. Alsager – build a new on-call station with one fire engine moved from
Congleton

An aerial
appliance

4. Congleton – Remove the second fire engine and either change the
station to on-call or to nucleus crewing

Scan this code with a
smart phone to go to
our online consultation.

5. Crewe – stop crewing the second fire engine completely, have it
available just during busy periods or crew it either by staff who are oncall or on a day shift
6. Wilmslow and existing on-call stations - no change.
© Crown copyright and database rights 2012 Ordnance Survey 1000240064
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New bid to tackle false Service’s Royal
seal of approval
alarms
The Service has changed the way it handles calls from
automatic fire alarm systems in a bid to halve the number of
false alarms firefighters have to deal with each year.

Last year 2,757 calls were attended as a result of systems being
activated by accident or because of a fault. Just 47 of the calls were
genuine fires and of those only 17 required firefighters to take any action.
After detailed consultation the Service has brought in a new policy
which sees control operators trying to get confirmation from the premises
or the alarm company that there is a genuine emergency before sending
any fire crews.
If they can’t get confirmation either way, one fire engine – instead of
the previous two or more – will be sent under blue lights to investigate.
Calls from premises where there could be people sleeping, such as
homes, hospitals, care homes, hotels, hostels and halls of residence, are
not challenged.
Keith Brooks, Head of Community Fire Protection, said: False alarms
cost businesses time and money, they divert our firefighters from genuine
emergencies and they put road users at risk as multiple fire engines respond at
speed with blue lights.
We believe the new policy balances
the need to provide an immediate
response to premises like hospitals and
to other genuine emergencies with the
need for us to use our resources in the
most efficient way.
More information at
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk - click on
‘business safety’.

}

}

~

In recognition of the organisation being
named “Fire Service of the Year”, His Royal
Highness the Duke of Kent visited the Service’s
Headquarters in Winsford.
The Duke was greeted by Chief Fire Officer, Paul
Hancock and was shown a number of operational vehicles
including one of the Service’s newest fire engines, the four
wheel drive Rapid Response Rescue Unit, a Co-responder
vehicle from Nantwich Fire Station and a midi fire engine.
There was a tour of the state-of-the-art Incident
Command Training Suite where he saw training officers
and firefighters on an exercise. He also met fire cadets and
leaders who had returned from a trip to Ghana to help
build a school, pictured above.

Summary of accounts 2011-12
Fire Authority
Cheshire Fire Authority is the publicly accountable body
which manages the fire and rescue service on behalf of
communities across Cheshire, Halton and Warrington.
The Fire Authority is made up of 23 elected Members, with
eight appointed by Cheshire East Council, seven by Cheshire
West and Chester Council, three by Halton Borough and five by
Warrington Borough. The current political make up of the
Authority is Labour (12), Conservative (9), Liberal Democrat (1)
and Independent (1).
The Authority is a separate legal body and has the power to
set council tax and agree its own policies and procedures
without needing the approval of these local councils. Its
meetings are open to the public and are held at the Service’s
Winsford headquarters – full details are on the website –
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
Key duties of the Authority include setting the annual budget,
agreeing the numbers of staff and levels of equipment necessary
to provide an effective service and approving the organisation’s
key policies, plans and strategies.

Summary Revenue Account 2011/12
Community Fire Safety
Firefighting and Rescue Operations
Corporate And Democratic Core
Non-Distributed Costs

Accounts
The accounts of the Fire Authority are important
in showing how we use the resources provided to
us to deliver a fire and rescue service in Cheshire,
Halton and Warrington.
The summary accounts set out below provide
an overview of where we get our resources from,
how we allocate those across our services and our
financial position as at the 31st March 2012.
Summary Revenue Account
The 2011–12 Fire Authority budget was
£44.3m. The total expenditure incurred was
£43.9m resulting in an underspend of £429,000.
During the year the Authority identified a
liability of £1.21m in respect of injury pensions. By
careful management of budget underspends
during the year the Authority was able to meet the
payment without having to use its reserves.
The Authority has a General Reserve of £6.5m.
This has been assessed as proportionate to the
risks facing the organisation and balances the
current public sector financial position with the
need to ensure the Authority has sufficient funds
to deal with major incidents.

£’000
4,970
32,537
700

1,350

£’000

Long Term Assets

36,417

Current Assets

15,865

Current Liabilities
41,923

Amount to be met by Govt Grant and Local Taxation

Summary Balance Sheet 2011/12

Long Term Liabilities

3,716

Net Cost of Service
Other income, expenditure and adjustments

£’000

In light of impending cuts to our budget we
have developed a range of options to deliver
savings. Implementing some of these proposals
will take time, however, and we recognise that we
may have to use our reserves to smooth the
financial pressures over the next few years.
Summary Balance Sheet
The Summary Balance Sheet shows the 201112 end of year position for the Fire Authority. The
most obvious point to note is that there is a net
liability of £308.2m. In other words, the Fire
Authority has assets worth £47.89m, but has
liabilities of £356.11m.
Most of the liabilities relate to all expected
future pension costs – £349.7m, compared to
£316m in 2010-11. All local authorities are
required to recognise this liability in their balance
sheet even though it is not an immediate call on
their resources, but instead is paid out over the life
of our existing and future pensioners.
At present, all deficits on the Firefighters’
Pension Scheme are funded by Government
through payment of a specific grant

-356,118
-4,338

Total Assets less Total Liabilities

-308,224

Financed by:
42,555

Unusable reserves

324,571

Revenue Support Grant and Local Taxation

-18,669

Earmarked Reserves

-9,802

Council Tax

-25,033

General Reserve

-6,545

Net General Fund (Surplus)\Deficit
Balance on General Fund brought forward
Balance on General Fund Carried Forward

£’000

-429
-6,116
-6,545

TOTAL NET WORTH
A full copy of the Statement of Accounts is available on our website www.cheshirefire.gov.uk or by telephoning 01606 868815.

308,224
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Focus on Performance 2011-12
Focus

Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service closely monitors and manages its performance so it can improve the way it protects
the safety of local communities. This report highlights some key performance figures for 2011-12 to ensure residents
and businesses can examine how effective the organisation has been in delivering services on their behalf. If you have
any questions, please contact the Corporate Intelligence Unit – intelligence@cheshirefire.gov.uk or call 01606 868700.

Protecting our communities and reducing local risks
Since 2009-10 there has been a 14% decrease in the number of property fires.
These are fires which involve property such as buildings and vehicles, regardless
of whether the fires were started accidentally or deliberately. This is the lowest
level ever recorded in Cheshire and below the target of 1,379 set for 2011-12.
The reductions in accidental dwelling fires and deliberate property fires have
contributed significantly to this trend, and through targeted initiatives these
numbers should reduce further in future years. Fire-related deaths in Cheshire
remain in single figures with a total of six in 2011-12, whereas the overall average
for similar fire and rescue services has increased. The number of injuries remains
low but has increased slightly since last year.
Accidental house fires have decreased by 6% since
2009-10. 45% of house fires were found to be out
already when crews arrived at the scene. In the last
year, a more targeted approach to Home Safety
Assessments has been introduced to prioritise those
households at highest risk. The proportion of fires
in homes where no smoke alarm was fitted has
reduced to 19%. This is the lowest level ever in
Cheshire.

automatic fire alarm systems. As 98% of these turn out to
be false alarms, a new policy was introduced in July 2012
aimed at reducing the numbers by changing how the
Service responds. This will reduce the costs to businesses
and leave firefighters free to attend genuine emergencies - see
page 6.
Fires in non-domestic premises have been fairly static over the last three years.
Partnership working with local business organisations aims to make further
improvements, as well as sharing resources, knowledge and expertise.
Property Fires

Automatic Fire Alarms in Non Domestic Premises

Since 2009-10, there has been a 17% reduction in
the number of false alarms attended as a result of

Responding to
emergencies

Developing an excellent organisation
The Service submitted its Safety Management System (SMS) for a British
Safety Council International Safety Award. For the third time running the
Service was granted an award, gaining a distinction and achieving
maximum points. Since last year, there has been a slight increase in the
number of minor accidents and near misses reported.

The Service has its own standards for
how quickly it aims to respond to fires
and road traffic collisions (RTCs). The table
sets out performance over the last two years.

Cheshire Standards
Residential Response Rate
Business Response Rate
RTC Response Rate
Overall Response Rate

2010-11

2011-12

96%
84%
75%
89%

99%
88%
73%
89%

Accidents and Near Misses by Year

Deliberate fires make up a large proportion of incidents attended.
These continue to decrease, with a 24% reduction in those
involving homes, businesses and cars. Small nuisance fires have
fallen by 16% since 2009-10.
Deliberate Fires

Day/Shifts Lost to Sickness

This partly reflects an
improved safety culture where the
benefit of reporting workplace
accidents or near misses is seen as a
responsibility of managers and staff.
Most of the accidents have been
caused by moving and lifting objects
so a campaign has been run to
improve awareness in conjunction
with refresher training.
Overall sickness absence performance
is good in comparison with other
Services, with the average number of
days or shifts lost per person
consistently at or below six days in
each of the last three years.
This is attributed to having a clear
strategy, rigorous monitoring,
challenging targets and a number of
supporting projects all aimed at
improving performance.
*RIDDOR - Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and
Dangerous Occurences

Seasonal safety
With Summer over, the clocks going back and Bonfire
Night just round the corner, the Service would like to
remind residents of some key safety messages:
Clocks – check your smoke alarms are working as you
put the clocks back on October 28
Keeping warm - Ensure electric blankets are working
properly, any heaters are not obstructed, don’t leave
fires on overnight and get your chimney swept
Autumn driving - colder nights mean more chance
of fog, so slow down if visibility is poor and allow extra
time for journeys.

Bonfire night
• Go to an organised bonfire but if you must light
your own, don’t use flammable liquids and site
away from buildings and trees
• Store and use fireworks responsibly
• Light fireworks at arm’s length using a safety
lighter, stand well back and never return once lit
• Keep a bucket of water handy
• Take care of children and pets.

Diwali – known as the Festival of Lights, it starts this
year on November 13th and sees Hindu, Sikh and Jain
communities decorate homes with candles and
prepare festival meals. Take care by :
• Keeping candles and oil lamps away from
curtains, furniture and decorations
• When cooking deep-fried food, never fill the pan
more that one third full with oil and if it starts to
smoke, turn off the heat and leave the pan to
cool
• Turn off the heat if you have to leave cooking
unattended.

Cheshire West & Chester
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Crews highlight chip pan dangers By Royal
F

irefighters visited Winsford Cross shopping precinct
to show local residents the dangers associated with
chip pan fires.

appointment

Their demonstration vehicle showed the assembled shoppers
how dangerous a chip pan fire can be and that water should
never be used to extinguish a fire involving hot fat.
Crew Manager Hannah Caulfield who organised the visit said:
“The firefighters were delighted that over 500 people over the
course of the day witnessed the demonstrations and were able to
see firsthand the devastation that can be caused by fires
involving chip pans. We strongly recommend that people get rid
of their chip pan and use a deep fat fryer or chips cooked in the
oven.”
The fire crews also gave out home safety tips and promotional
gifts highlighting safety issues and giving advice on what to do
in the event of a fire.

Firefighter
for a day

The Lord Lieutenant, David Briggs,
paid a special visit to Chester Fire
Station to discover more about
what we do on a daily basis

For many people, the chance of being a firefighter for a
day is the stuff of childhood dreams – but for one lucky
secondary school teacher from Capenhurst it came true.
Lisa Williams spent a day with crews after her name was drawn
from the hundreds of residents who completed their own home
safety check online. After having a tour of the station, seeing some of
the life-saving equipment in action and watching a mock rescue from
a road traffic collision, she was able to try her hand at using a high
pressure water jet.
She also learned about the way in which fire develops and spreads,
as well as hearing about the fire and rescue service’s wide range of
work with young people. Lisa continued, “It’s easy to think that all the
fire and rescue service does is put fires out, but I’ve been really inspired
by the range of work it does in the community to keep young people,
residents and businesses safe.”
Lisa completed her online home safety check, known as Home
Safety Direct, after moving into a new house. The pioneering system
determined that she needed smoke detectors because she had a child
under the age of five and these were fitted free by the Service.
To carry out your own check visit www.cheshirefire.gov.uk/5mins

Cheshire West & Chester
Unitary performance area profile

Fire Authority Members

Over the last three years, there has been a 31% reduction in the number of primary fires. These fires involved
property such as buildings and vehicles and include fires which started both accidentally and deliberately.
Since last year, accidental dwelling fires have dropped by 14%. Although the numbers of deaths and injuries
have increased slightly from previous years, Home Safety Assessments have been targeted to ensure that those
households which are most at risk are prioritised. This year has seen the lowest recorded number of fires in dwellings
where no smoke alarm was fitted.
Deliberate fires have also decreased in the last three years. There has been a 47% reduction in those involving
property and vehicles, with vehicles accounting for the largest proportion. In Cheshire West and Chester, there
have been 15% fewer nuisance fires since 2009/10 and in areas such as Ellesmere Port and Winsford where incidents
of this type are higher, arson initiatives have been targeted in these areas at peak times such as the bonfire season.
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Lynda Jones

Ellesmere Port

Alex Tate

Eleanor Johnson Norman Wright
Frodsham
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Key statistics
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Deliberate primary fires
6.4
per 10,000 population
Deliberate secondary fires
20.6
per 10,000
Primary fires per 100,000
167.8
Fatalities from primary fires
0.0
per 100,000
Non-fatal casualties per 100,000
2.1
Your local station

4.9

3.4

19.4

17.6

145.1

116.1
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Key contacts
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Winsford

Richard Gorst
Service Delivery Manager

Emma Coxon
Locality Safety Manager

Emma Mason
Hub Administration Manager

Chester
Tarporley

The post of Station Manager - Community Fire Protection is currently vacant.

For more information about your local fire station, its opening times and any upcoming open days or other events please visit
our website www.cheshirefire.gov.uk

Malpas
Wholetime station
Day crewed station
On-call station
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The Lord Lieutenant spent a day at the
station immersing himself in all aspects of
firefighting and fire prevention work.
Richard Gorst, local Service Delivery
Manager, said: “It was a real honour to
welcome the Lord Lieutenant to the
Station. Within minutes of his arrival he
found himself in full fire kit and playing
the role of casualty in a demonstration of
how we deal with a road traffic collision.
He was then whisked away to see the city
of Chester from a new perspective some
32 metres up in the hydraulic platform.”
Later in the day the Lord Lieutenant
found himself accompanying the crews at
a real incident to find out first hand the
sorts of situations they must deal with.
This was followed by an opportunity to
take part in some fire prevention work as
the Lord Lieutenant helped deliver a
Home Safety Assessment to a member of
the community.

